
Giant Flower

Make sure you prioritise the shaving foam petals as it’s the best part of this craft and kids love it!

Sensory play encourages children to manipulate and mold materials, building up their fine motor skills and
coordination. Shaving foam is one of the best materials for sensory play – it’s like bubble bath foam that
doesn’t fade away!

Please note: you need a little bit more space for this craft. Don’t attempt this if if you have a very full
class with little space on your tables.

Materials Required: 

1. A4 white paper (200 or 240g), normal paper will just get wet and flop
2. Shaving foam (NB foam, not gel)
3. Stapler
4. Dinner plate
5. Acrylic ink
6. Paint brush
7. Wool
8. ½ Dowel rod (cut one in half) +-8mm diameter
9. Masking tape
10. Hand towel - each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or ink), to dry the 

brush and to clean painted fingers
11. Old large beach towel or 2 (for larger classes) to dry petals with
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Giant Flower

Encourage the children to 
play. Clean their hands with 
an old beach towel 
afterwards. 
Smell your hands… mmm

Use a paint brush to transfer 
drops of ink into the shaving 
cream.

Lay a petal down on top of 
the cream and press it down 
gently.
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Walk around and squirt a nice 
big ball of shaving cream onto 
each child's plate.

2 3

Use the back of the 
paint brush or a fork  to 
draw lines and swirl the 
colours.

5 6 7 Lift the petals out and put 
it aside. Look at the 
wonderful marbling effect. 

Prepare this part before the class begins
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1. Cut x3 big petals (one per A4 page).
2. Fold x2 A4 pages in half and cut x4 smaller petals. (one per A5 page).
3. Cut a dowel rod in half.

Prepare each workstation with a dinner plate, paper petals, a stapler (x1 per child), acrylic ink, water, 
brush, hand towel and fork (optional). 

Wool to be handed out later to keep it clean.

Only hand the dowel rod out later as well as it becomes a weapon if its handed out at the beginning. 
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Giant Flower

Use a scraper (a piece of 
cardboard box works well) 
to scrape off the excess 
cream. 
Add more shaving cream to 
plates and ink when needed 
and repeat steps 4-7 until all 
the petals are coloured. 

This is a great fine motor skill 
activity, announce it to the 
adults. They must assist in 
turning the dowel whilst the child 
wraps it. Add another colour if 
you like. Tie it on the other side.

Collect your petals and place 
it in a flower shape in front of 
you. Let the children design 
their own flowers. Don’t 
correct them, give them 
freedom. 

Turn your flower around flat 
on the table and tape the 
stem onto the back, high up 
so that it doesn’t flop too 
much.
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And sometimes this will 
happen in between. Sheer 
delight! 

Use and old beach towel and 
the hand towels to dry the 
petals as much as possible.  
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Take the shaving cream plates 
away and hand out the dowel 
rods and wool. Tie some wool to 
the end of your stick and wrap it 
around along the stick. 

10 11
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Use a stapler to staple the petals 
on top of each other. Adults can 
put the stapler in place and the 
child can apply pressure to 
staple it. Add lots of staples. 

7 8 9 And we are done!!
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